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Over 500 People Equipped in Nebraska!
Nebraska Trip By
THE NUMBERS:
12 Total Events

In October several members of
our staff ventured out across
Nebraska to equip locals to

make abortion unthinkable
294 people came with compassion and clarity in
to one of our 4
their spheres of influence.
presentations.
For part of the week-long set of
201 people came
to one of our 6 events, we had two separate
workshops.
teams traveling across the
45 people came
to one of our 2
seminars.
Over 500 people
were equipped
during the entire
week of events.

Cornhusker State, but later in

Attendees at the University of Nebraska-Kearney
practice sharing the reality of abortion at our workshop
hosted by the local pro-life student club.

the week we joined together for several key events as one larger team.
We thank God for the many open doors, the hard work of Nebraska locals, and the hard
work of Rebecca Haschke (JFA trainer from Nebraska) that made it all happen. The side
bar to the left shows some of the key numbers related to that eventful week, and below
are several quotes from high school students who attended these events in Nebraska.

 “I am pro-life and I have marched in Washington D.C. with the pro-life march the past two years. I enjoyed
the experience so much, but [I] never knew how to communicate with others [about abortion]. Thank YOU for
teaching me how to talk about [the] pro-life [position] to people who are pro-choice.”
 “This presentation gave me a new outlook. I wasn’t convinced about being pro-life. I thought it was a Catholic
thing. Now it’s also scientific. The pictures, videos, and stories really helped.”
 “This presentation was very good. My friend [at our school] went from being pro-choice to pro-life from this.”
 “This was very helpful! I knew abortion was wrong and kind of how to [talk about] it, but I don’t think I
could’ve made [my points] as convincing without this [seminar]. Thank you so much for sharing.”
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JFA team member Catherine Wurts addresses our crowd in North Platte, NE.
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